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COLLECTION “O”
THG restyle the legendary ring resulting 
from the collaboration between Andrée 
Putman and Christofle.

The famous ring designed by Andrée Putman for Christofle in 2002 is neither really 
round, nor oblong, twisting on the flat and rounded effect. It is the perfect embodiment 
o f  modern  luxur y.  I t  i s  now be ing  in t roduced  in to  the  in t imate  env i ronment 
o f  bathrooms, embellishing basins, bathtubs and various fixtures. By combining the 
talents of Christofle, studio Putman and master tap maker, THG, the sensual curves 
of the – O – Collection evoke the movement of water.









MONTAIGNE





NIHAL
Nihal, a star is born.

Design by the French architect, Xavier Cartron, the integral part of ‘Nihal’s’ DNA is expressing this 
dialogue between cultures and the mixing of tones and materials which are associated with each.

Named after a star in the Lepus constellation symbolising spring water, artisanal know-how and 
technological advances lie at the heart of THG Paris’s new ‘Nihal’ collection. Manufactured in 
collaboration with Maison Havilland, ‘Nihal’ was produced after eighteen months of research and 
development.





ICON-X
Prof. Ferdinand Alexander’s philosophy, illustrating the symbiosis between functionality and
design, has never resonated as much as with this new collection of fittings, an engineering in 
essence. 
Thus, ICON-X alone embodies the shared values of the two Houses, and offers a functional 
and sensitive experience, a claimed Art de Vivre.

STUDIO F. A. PORSCHE

Design must be honest – these four words spoken by the founder, Ferdinand Alexander 
Porsche, get to the heart of our thinking. They mean that design is not simply decoration or 
superficial beautification, but rather the perfect symbiosis of form and function.





LE9
Pierre-Yves Rochon once again combines his creativity with the know-how of the THG Paris 
House, creating “Le 9” collection.





SYSTEM





FROUFROU
Esprit boudoir for this delicate collection made of procelain.
Mirroring the Frivolity collection, Froufrou transports us into the 
same boudoir universe. With a gilded décor on the porcelain,
this collection takes on a baroque-chic allure.





BONDI





Hirondelles
As a symbol of freedom and happiness





BEYOND  CRYSTAL





PAPILLON





LES ONDES





ISLAND





BAMBOU 
AMBER
CRYSTAL
Contrasting shapes 
and textures create a                        
sophisticated statement

The Bambou collection distinguishes itself in 
THG’s Cristal de Lalique Collection, in 
collaboration with the premier French crystal 
house Lalique. The series proves distinct in 
character and elegance. Contrasting shapes 
and textures create a dramatic, yet beautifully 
sophisticated statement. Satin-finished crystal 
and elegant bamboo motifs gracefully complement 
the bold contours of the angled spout.





PÉTALE DE CRISTAL
An original collaboration between talents.
“A unique collection The «Pétale de Cristal» collection is an original collaboration between the 
talents of a French crystal manufacturer, Baccarat, and a stylish master tap maker, THG. This 
encounter has given birth to a unique collection inspired by flowers, designed by
Pierre-Yves Rochon. In imagining the «Pétale de Cristal» collection, with its pure and delicate lines, 
Pierre-Yves Rochon has subtly brought the unique expertise of these two houses together.”





DEAN





CHEVERNY MALACHITE





ANOA





MANDARINEE
An iconic fruit and legacy of famous designer, Jean-Claude Delépine.





Between square and round…
Not quite round, not quite square, this hexagon evokes a graphical, almost architectural 
stance. Whereas creation is often opposed to pragmatism, the Berveley collection trumps the 
adage by offering a contemporary and pure design while being both practical and agreeable 
to use.

BEVERLEY
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